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-. , Introduction 

The reasoning behind this publication was that there is an increasing 
interest world wide in Classic Rallying and more and more people are 
turning to the Landcrab for the same reasons that BMC did for the 
London to Sydney rally in 1968 - it's a very strong reliable car. 

This book is to introduce the reader to the modifications done by the 
legendary Competition Department at Abingdon, both for the Works Cars 
built for the London to Sydney Marathon in 1968, and the modification 
available to the public through Special Tuning fitted to the London to 
Mexico World Cup Rally cars in 1970 to assist you to modify your own 
vehicle to the same specification. 

I must thank all the people who have put up with my inane questions about 
their cars and thanks in particular go to Patrick Farrell in Australia for 
the Abingdon Build sheets and for telling me what fell off his 1800 rally 
car. John Roach for the information on his London to Sydney Rally site, 
also Bill Stevenson, Garry Fry, Ted Taylor, Mike Jordan, Joe Barling, 
Lindsay Henning for information and pictures and finally Phil Taylor for 
allowing me to crawl over, under and in his World Cup Rally car. 

Please remember that the modifications were designed for competition 
cars in the 1960's and 70's and the author, contributors or LOCI cannot 
be held responsible for any problems claims or actions whatsoever that 
may arise from following any information in this book at the present time. 

It is conditional that when following any information in this book, you do 
so at your own risk. Please also read the appropriate sections in the UK 
MSA "Blue Book" or your own National Motor Sport governing body 
regulations relating to the events you wish to do, as well as informing your 
vehicle insurer's as some modifications may not now be acceptable. 



The Chassis 
The body of a Landcrab is a very strong unit but even this needs extra 
buttressing for the rigours of the odd Marathon, It is of course vital that 
any corroded areas on the shell be repaired and you start with the best 
base car that you can. 

It is advisable to strip out the shell, remove the engine and suspension, fuel 
tank etc to allow access to the areas required and to reduce the risk of fire. 

Item 11 Seam weld all the joints fIXing the front displacer tube to the body, 
in particular the seam underneath the unit where it attaches to the toe 
board, as with hard use this can become detached from the body. 

Item 21 Weld up and plate over the joints from the displacer housing to the 
inner wing. 

Item 31 Double skin the bottom of the Longitudinal Crossmember under 
the bottom suspension mounting on both sides, this is to provide strength 
where the sumpguard mounts and to stop the lower mounting spreading 
inwards. 

Item 41 Reinforce the mounting for the bottom engine steady and increase 
the diameter of the steady bar to at least ~" - with hard use this can snap. 
If this happens all the engine torque will be taken by the exhaust system. 

Item 51 Plate the front foot well inside the car, this is to ad extra strength to 
item 3 and provide protection from stone damage. 

Item 61 Weld in reinforcement plates if fitting the front shock absorbers, if 
you don't the mounting will rip out. 

Item 71 With hard use the Aeons can come through the boot floor so 
reinforce the boot floor in the area above the Aeon bump stops. The 
London to Sydney cars had extra webs but the World Cup cars did not. 

Item 81 If you are going to fit rear shock absorbers reinforce the boot floor 
and rear crossmember to take the Turrets for the rear shock absorbers 
make and fit the turrets - The Special Tuning London to Mexico World 
Cup cars did not have rear shock absorbers or Turrets. 

Item 91 Make a reinforcement bar from % thick strip for the lip of the 
front crossmember where the sump Guard locates. Bolt through the lip 
and the guard 



Item 101 Make the support bars from the front suspension to the inner 
front wing below the bumper brackets to triangulate the suspension see 
drawing - you will also have to re-Iocate the brake hose. 

Item 111 If it is wished to carry the spare wheels on the roof reinforce the 
underside of the roof with top hat section channelling. 
Use BL part AHA 5741 for the roof fIXing and bolt through the roof and 
the top hat flange. 

Item 12 Make stone shields for the rear brake back plates. 

Item 13 Make a mesh guard for the radiator grille in the LIB inner wing. 

Item 14 Reinforce the vertical engine mounting behind the grille and the 
top bonnet shut panel where the mounting fits. 

Item 15 Make protection plates for the rear displacer flexible pipes 
between the suspension units and the body. 

Other Modifications 
Item 16 Fit the 1800S top engine stabilser or the Australian RIB engine 
mounting, this takes some of the load off the bottom mounting. 

Item 17 Fit the driveshafts from the Automatic 1800. These make the drive 
harsher but are more reliable than the rubber type, the rubber type are 
however easier to change during an event. 

Item 18 It is recommended that you fit a Dual Circuit brake master 
cylinder, these were standard on Australian cars or a twin system with two 
master cylinders as per the works cars can be fabricated. 

Item 19 If you mount the servo under the dashboard as per the works cars, 
you can then, if using twin SU carbs, fit the air cleaners from a MGB as 
did the London 1 Sydney cars. This modification will give more room 
round the carburettor(s). The works cars has a system to allow air to be 
fed from inside the car by running a pipe to the end of the air cleaner to a 
hole in the bulkhead, this system used on the Safari cars allowed the 
fording of deep rivers, an exhaust extension was also fitted. 

Item 20 Run all the Bydrolastic pipes and brake lines inside the car for 
stage rally or rough road events. 



Suspension & Brakes 
Item 21 It is important to fit the same size (front) displacer unit's front and 
rear. See separate sheet in appendix. H you use the smaller standard rear 
units the rear of the car will sag, if the car is fitted with an oversize petrol 
tank and the usual spares in the boot they will fail under the rigours of 
rough road use, this happened to Pete Woodward on the 1993 L/Sydney. 

Item 22 You can also fit small Aeon 155 bump stop rubbers inside the rear 
suspension aluminum housing in place of the rear bump rubber. 

Item 23 Fit the large Aeon towing bump rubber brackets to the rear 
suspension. On the London I Sydney cars the rubbers were kept in the tool 
kit to be used when the car was fully laden. The World Cup cars had them 
fitted as standard. 

Item 24 To stop the engine falling out if the mountings fail drill through 
and fit 2X 3/16 (8mm) bolts with nylock nuts in both the "front" 
mountings, do not however tighten right up - leave some free play for the 
rubber to work. 

Item 25 Front shock absorbers can be fitted - see separate sheet. 
The front and rear shock absorbers are of the mini type. 

Item 26 Fit rear anti roll bar (if you can find one they are like hens teeth!) 

Item 27 Fit the brake discs and callipers from a 1800S or 2200 model, the 
rear brake cylinders can be changed for 7/8" dia units from a Austin 
Cambridge I Morris Oxford or % " dia units from a Morris Marina. 

Item 28 Fit protection to the brake flexi lines and exposed brake pipes. 

Item 29 Mk2 cars can be converted to a fly off hand brake by using a Mkl 
handbrake assembly. Mk 3 cars had a floor mounted hand brake. 

Item 30 Front Aeon 155 bump stops can, if required, be fitted on Special 
Tuning Brackets (C-AJJ 3354), they were fitted as standard to World Cup 
cars but not to London I Sydney cars. 

Heavy duty bottom bushes and lower engine tie rod bushes in Urethane 
are available through the Landcrab OIC or Mk3 bushes can be fitted. 



Fuel System 
Item 31 The works cars all used Twin 1%" SU Carburettors with the float 
chambers on the outside. The 1800S has the float chambers in between the 
two carburettors. When used with MGB air cleaners and a modified head 
they used TG needles and Blue Springs. 

Item 32 A Triumph 2000 tank can be fitted in the boot. The London I 
Sydney cars had the standard tank removed and a special 26 Gallon tank 
fitted. The World Cup cars kept the standard tank fitted with a GRP 
guard (C-AHT 175) as well as a modified Austin Westminster tank in the 
boot. If a slightly larger standard tank is required then one from a 2200 
can be fitted; this is 12Y2 gallon capacity instead of the 10 of the standard 
car. 

Item 34 The Works cars were fitted with twin SU fuel pumps located in 
the boot with a CAY pattern petrol filter. 



Protection 
The fuel lines and Hydrolastic pipes should be run inside the car and 
shielded as explained previously. 

The sump guard fitted to the works cars was in two parts C-AHT 187, 
which bolted on to the sump and guard C-AHT 186. The gearbox guard 
will have to be fabricated but a Sumpguard can be bought off the shelf 
from Australia as they were a standard fitment there, part nos. are A YH 
230 for Mkl - the Special Tuning style of guard or BY A 8567 for the Mk2 
guard. A rubber pad should be fitted between the two guards 

The works cars were fitted with a Aley Bars aluminium roll over bar this is 
not recommended and a FIA specification bar should be fitted made by a 
reputable company like Safety Devices and definitely not home made. 

A good set of full harness seat belts and a rally seat should be fitted for any 
serious motoring as should a fire extinguisher, companies like Demon 
Tweaks can advise on the best set up. They can also supply other rally 
equipment dependant on the type of event envisaged. 



Wheels and Tyres 
The works cars used 175 x 13 tyres on 5~" wide Minilite wheels. It will be 
found that if anything much larger in diameter than 185 x 14 are used the 
tyres will foul the bodywork. Special Tuning recommended 5~ X 13 rims 
for anything over 175 section in a "knobbly" tyre, this size was 
homologated for the Mkl and Mk2 cars. 

If a snowy event is envisaged where chains or studded tyres are used then 
anything larger than the standard 165x14 or 175 x 13 will cause problems 
with clearance. 

Minilite wheels are still available but many competitors use the standard 
steel wheels as David Wilks did on the Peking Paris event. 

The 1800 are heavy cars and some competitors have found for hot and 
abrasive tarmac events that 175 OR 185 x 14 6-ply tyres from a van are 
useful, as the side walls do not flex with the weight of the car. Spares can be 
mounted on the roof as per the works cars, in the boot or for smooth 
tarmac events one can be left in the standard position (depending on the 
exhaust tail pipe location). 
Leyland Sherpa van and Rover P6 wheels have the same peD and are 
wider. 

Roof Mounting on the Works cars 



Cooling System 
On the Marathon cars the fan blades had %" removed from the leading 
edge of the blades nearest to the radiator. To combat the loss of air flow, a 
smaller 47/8 diameter water pump pulley part no 12H 1507 was fitted, if 
this rare item cannot be found then a larger 6 Yl dia bottom pulley - part 
no 12H2122 - from an power assisted steering car, with a standard water 
pump pulley (8G739) will have much the same effect. 

The Works cars were fitted with an extra auxiliary radiator and an oil 
cooler. The oil cooler is of the MGB type fitted behind the grille and can be 
fitted with a thermostat to regulate oil temperature. The fitting of an extra 
radiator will depend on the type of event envisaged. But an oil cooler is a 
must with an unventilated sumpguard. 

The works cars did not use a radiator thermostat but had a blanking insert 
fitted - C-AJJ 4012, these can still be bought from tuning establishments. 

One part that can 1 will break (see Patrick Farrell's notes in the Appendix) 
is the top radiator bracket from the thermostat housing to the radiator 
cowl, this needs to be either two brackets welded together, as in the works 
cars or a new one fabricated from 1/8" (3mm) thick steel plate. 
H a new plate is made then drill the fIXing holes to suit the mounting bolts 
and fit the rubber bushes as on the standard item. 

It is important that the system is in good condition, it is vital to flush the 
entire engine, radiator, expansion tank and heater matrix. 

It is vital when flushing that you remove the drain plug down by the 
distributor, on all the engines I have seen this was blocked by sediment, use 
a piece of wire to unblock the hole and flush until clear. If you are 
rebuilding the engine do it at the same time. 

Replace the water pump, fan belt and aU the hoses with new ones and 
carry spares, fit a new pressure and radiator caps and a thermostat to suit 
the conditions you are going to use the car. The standard rating is 82c but 
a 88c is available for winter conditions and a 74c one for tropical use, for 
extreme arctic winter conditions a 92c thermostat is available and the grill 
may also be blanked off. 

NOTE. Some after market water pumps have a smaller impeller and 
reduced water flow, buy only a genuine pump with the large I" (25mm) 
deep impeller. 



Tuning 
The works Marathon cars were fitted with a basically standard 1800S 
engine bored out +40 oversize, just carefully balanced and gas-flowed, the 
flywheel was lightened to 5/8" thickness and a competition clutch fitted. 

It is suggested that advice from a reputable tuning company be sought, as 
the tune will depend on the use to which the car is to be put. 

The London / Sydney cars had about 100bhp and the "full house" works 
tune was 136bhp today with the advent of cross-flow heads and 2 litre 
conversions this figure is easily surpassed. However some note must be 
taken of the octane rating of the fuel available on the events envisaged. 

To help acceleration a lower final drive can be fitted from a Mkl this was 
4.187 to 1 ratio. The standard was 3.882 to 1. Other alternatives are the 
Australian Ute final drive which was 4.75 to 1 and the 1800cc Princess 3.72 
to 1 final drive. Mk2 cars had a higher second gear ratio and Mk3 cars 
have a rod change gearbox that has a shorter sweeter action. 

The clutch friction plate is 8" dia this may be replaced by a 8 Yz " unit from 
a Triumph Dolomite. Take the old plate to see that the splines match 

Webber carbs can be fitted but may entail modifications - cutting out the 
cold air box on the bulkhead to fit. The London / Sydney cars had the 
water passages enlarged and some passages blocked off to stop the loss of 
water if the head lifted slightly (see appendix - Special Tuning sheets) It is 
useful to get a stronger than standard head gasket - contact MGB engine 
tuners for details. 

Stage I tuning kits now 
offered by BMC (:'~'l " 

upu powC1'pack,n I'xl<Jgc< = M'" .''allabk for 
BMC U"IIlc arburel'cr front WhL~1 dri,·c c:an. 

ylmdtT beed> p«;'lIy ~ by hand to "V< 
up to 15". morc power tbroushow tb •• p<cd range. 
Th" impro'cd IlcClbilil)'. matched ";th 9.2, to 1 
eompre- ton rutio, can also g.\'C: In tmpro\'(""umt of 
up lO I S"" in fuel «onomy. 
~ your car luned Cor peak pu(ortJI&II«. 
Src )'our IoaI BMC dealer no ... 

PTa ,1st Slage 1 850 C.C.- t44 
con_.ulon IQr SMC 1000 C.C.- t46 
lingle Cllbure' '- 1100 c .e - t56 
IfoIII wheel drl .. urs 1300 C.C.- tOO 

( ....... H'., ..... ) 1800 C.C.- t66 

Many other B.\tC p«lJl tuninJ ""'" ore .\·.ilablc 
to imrrovc the: pcrform:mcc of \'.riou.~ BMC mocI<l. 
C\om funhcr. ConlllCt rour loaol deaJer or wrilr aeeked b~ 8MO , .. ,ranly 10 ..... kib arc .upplied by BMC Special Tunina 
qUOli rour pan,cular model 10 8M Special Dcpanmcnt throuah tM world .. ide BMC Distributor and Dealer nmoork. 
Tuning Orponmml C. Abingdon on '1'Iwno, Ikrh. Mosl importan' of aJ l, lhcy arr backed by the: full BMC wurlftl)'. 



Spares 
The number and type of spares will depend on the event entered, and the 
service crew and service vehicle (if any) available. There must be a trade 
off between taking every possible spare part in the car and the extra 
weight of carrying all the spares making the car less reliable and 
paradoxically more prone to failing to finish the event. 
The following is a list to start with. 

For touring type events 
Fan Belt, Fuel Pump, Ignition Coil & Set of Spark Plugs 
Points and Condenser, Plug Leads, Rotor Arm & Distributor Cap 
Carburettor float(s) and Needle valve(s) 
Length of petrol pipe, Oil cooler pipe & Jubilee clips 
Accelerator Cable, Set Radiator Hoses with spare Jubilee clips 
Head, Rocker Cover, Thermostat & Exhaust Manifold Gasket 
Dynamo Brushes, Regulator, Fuses, Roll of insulating tape 
Roll of Gaffer Tape, Roll of electrical wire 
Box of electrical connectors, Selection of Nuts Bolts Screws & Washers 
Bulb Kit & Warning Triangle (mandatory in some countries) 
5 Ltr Oil, 5 Ltr Water, Tow Rope. Cable ties, Bungee straps 

For Longer Events - The above and:
Driveshaft complete and spare CV boot, Steering rack boot. 
Inlet & Exhaust Valve with Spring(s) and Colletts 
Dynamo I Alternator complete 
Brake Pads number of sets to suit the length and severity of the event 
Rear brake shoes for Marathon events, Set of Flexi Brake Hoses 
Track rod ends, Pair Front ball Joints, Bottom arm bushes. 
Hydrolastic Displacer and hand operated Hydrolastic pump 
Wheel Bearing Kit with seals, HMP Grease and 1 Yz AF " socket 
Brake Fluid and brake line blanking stopper 
Bolt for rear trailing arm, spare hub nut and tapered washer 
Air and Oil filters, Waterpump. 
Siflex suspension bearing if using Mk2 Suspension. 
Rebuild kits for all the Brakes and Clutch cylinders 

Carry the tools to fit the parts you are carrying with you in a tool roll
resist the temptation to take your entire garage tool kit with you !! 



Illustrations 

Automatic drive shafts and front suspension housing 
See items 1, 2, 17, 18, & 20 

Reinforcement for engine steady and double skinning of longitudinal 
member under the suspension 

See items 3 & 4 



Rear Turrets and Petrol tank in Boot 
Item 8, 24 & 32 

Rear suspensioll Inl/up stop kit .lor all I 00. 



I REPLICA "WORKS" BONNET STAY I 

After studying photos of the BMC "Works" Austin 1800's, I noticed that 
they were fitted with a lightened bonnet stay, and I decided that I must 
make one' 

Firstly I scaled the drawings to work out the dimensions and found that 
the holes were 9/16th diameter (14mm) at I" (25mm) spacing between 
them. 

The top section had 10 holes the first 13/4" (45mm) from the top edge, the 
bottom section had 9 holes starting 2114" (57mm) from the bottom edge. 

A spare bonnet stay was found, taken into work and over the next couple 
of days the holes carefully were marked out. The drilling was the next job 
and this took a few lunch breaks because the holes were large and the stay 
had to be held tightly in a vice during drilling. 

Once the holes were drilled, the stay was re-assembled and the bare metal 
around the holes was painted using silver frost metal paint. 

Now that the work was finished it was time to see how much weight the 
modified stay would save. The old stay was checked, followed by the new 
works replica bonnet stay and the result was a saving of 1.25 oz. 

Was it worth it, well I don't know, but the practical exercise must have 
taken up at leased one weeks worth of lunch breaks. So in the end I lost 
more weight than the car (that must be why they did it) . 

.,.-0 .,44 I t:) hI" ... ..-:. .2 S." ~~,.-r ~ 
ML II#~ liI'S InM 

Top Section 

25 52 
, InM I .. ,., 

Bottom Section 



RALLY LANDCRABS 
What Breaks by Patrick Farrell 

1/ Check fan blades for fatigue, they will break on a rough road. 
2/ The plate attaching radiator to thermostat housing will break if not modified 
3/lfyou haven't reinforced boot floor where the Aeons bump stops attach the boot 
floor will crack, ditto mounting point on inner wings where front shockers mount. 
4/ Downton /1800S exhaust extractors can split on rough roads if not supported. 
5/ I have spun the centre out of the clutch driven plate twice. 
6/ Seam weld the tube across front of car which holds the displacers as big bumps 
causes the body to spUt along bottom of this tube. 

Here is a list of parts that I broke during 20 years of rallying 
an 1800. 

1/ Water pump 
2/Spun centre out of driven plate ( twice) 
3/ Front wheel bearing LHS 
4/ Radiator top mounting plate, seems like I have broken dozens. 
5/ Front adjustable tie rods DON'T USE THEM. I almost wrote car off as it rolled 
twice when one broke. 
6/ Nut came undone on g/box input shaft, machining neat round hole in the transfer 
case causing total loss of oU, luckily I noticed no oU pressure and stopped the engine 
in time. 
7/ Lots of little things fuses, fan belts, etc, 
8/ Fan blades falling off 
I hope this is of some help, above list is major faUures which caused retirement. 

Things I haven't broken .•.•. Yet !! 
Aluminium suspension housing ( but they can go if the tie rod breaks) 
Front tie rods (after I stopped using adjustable type, they used to break all the time) 

Most of my rallying was special stage in Australia with lots of service avaUable. 

One thing you should remember the more standard the car is the less likely it is to 
break, over engineering on one bit will always cause stress somewhere else. It 
depends where you are going and what service facilities (if any) exist at long stops. 

Pat Farrell's rally car the "Yellow Peril" 



HEAD MODIFICATIONS 

u I G 

( rdinary road work) 
n in rea f om 3 .h.p. n be h d by gen ral attention to the cylinder 

head and port polishan as detail d below. 
Lightly grind and p Ii h the e h ust and inlet ports throu hut. Th y should 

not be ground out heavily that the hape or valve ch -e diam t rs are 
imr' ired, as th waH bet\\c n the exhaust nd inlet hes may om t 0 thin 
and cause vahc eat cracking. 

Ju t inside the port , at the bridg bet", n the e haust and inlet )ve seats 
you , 'ill notl e a protu ranee: do not grind too much of this away as this is 
the rt wall, where th water co ling ha been brought down as clo to the 
valv eats a p sible. 

rind out the combu ti n pace. but only very lightly a the e ar alread) 
quite I an and p rtly n14 chined; r mov any fraz and li htly polish all over. 
It i most imp rlant that no enlargement around th combustion walls take 
ptac this may cau the cylinder head as et t overlap. his \\ III destroy 
the e lciency r the eal. lower the compr sion ratio and cau e tuning to be 
ineff tive. 

h combu tion spa e and ports are already highly de loped from a flow 
angle ' peet, an it" ill found ifficult t improve by r sh- ping or enl ring. 
The m in requir ment j to obtain the highc t polish, ut to remove the minimum 
amount of met I. 

at h up by grindin all the exhaust and inlet maniC Id ports with the 
c~ linder head P TtS. 

rind out nd polish th inlet manifold, al 0 mat hing th carbur tt r bor . 
~1ake the bor of the manifold a gr dual t r from the car uretter nd to th 
cylind r head port grindin away ny rid left machining durin manu .. 
fact reo 

istributor tting a tandard. 

In the centre of lh ylinder head face two lar e core hoi "' ill be found; 
thread the ' nd fit ~ '~llcr-tight aluminium plug which h ul be faced ofT 
~arefull . to the he ac;. This in I rc\ent \\ater 10 ' if lh c.-lin er hea lift 
und r ardu u onditi n . 

hread . nd plu th Hl small hole in the cntr of the lind r block C cc 
that is pp it to the linder h ad aluminium plu . 

o in rca \\aler fl through th head drill ut t /r in . (I -2 mm.) dia . 
the t\ 0 \\dt r hole at lhe re rend 0 the }llllder bl k fa . 



Radiator support Bar 
These will crack and make the fan hit the radiator so:-

o Holes as original to take the standard . 
rubber bushes, use existing bolts. o 

-""""'-----

Bend Lines --- - - - -

Holes ~" 6.5 mm dia 

Either weld together two original brackets or remake in 1/8" (3mm) thick mild steel 
and bend to the same shape as the original 

Service "barges" should be as well prepared as the Rally car 

KJG JUNE 2006 


